Vertical packaging
machine

Compact, high-speed vertical bagger
200

820mm

machine width

bags / min
max. speed

Easy to operate
and maintain

MACHINE FEATURES
-

Automatic film centering
Vacuum pulling belts
Registration mark sensor
Mechanic splicing table
Robust construction
Self-diagnostics and troubleshooting

HUMAN-MACHINE INTERFACE
- 15“ full color touch screen
- Industrial PC
- Intuitive machine setup and
on-screen guide
- User presets for machine setup

DATASERVICE

Tight and
good-looking
seals
Easy to clean
stainless-steel
construction

- Online service support
- Online data management
- OPC dataservice available

280mm
max. cross
seal width

Learn more...

PILLOW BAG + modifications

Tight and good-looking seals

80-450 mm

Sophisticated servo-driven motion control of
the simultaneous cross sealing jaws allows
maximum sealing time at high speed.
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57-280 mm

Optimal
temperature
and
pressure

INTERNAL VALVE

CARRY HANDLE

LABEL

EUROSLOT

CROSS ZIP

RECLOSABLE FLAP

Max.
simultaneous
motion of jaws

Optimal
sealing time

Bag
length

The special power sealing mechanism drives
the cross sealing jaws, which exert the
necessary force to achieve perfect seals with
a wide range of films.

VELTEKO Philosophy

Technical parameters
850

Provide customers around the world with a wide range
of versatile and specialized vertical packaging solutions
tailored to their individual needs.

Advanced Engineering, Design and Construction
Extreme reliability and an extra long service life are a
direct result of VELTEKO's cutting edge engineering and
design, combined with precise manufacturing in the
Czech Republic using the highest quality materials and
branded components.

820

820

820
2500

1272

SLIM-280-TWIN

SLIM-280

We supply complete packaging systems
Upstream and downstream systems
Custom project engineering
1600

Technical and engineering support throughout the packaging
system's life cycle

max
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Ø45
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PRODUCT
BUFFER

DOSER
PACKAGING
MACHINE
PRODUCT
IN BAGS

Operating mode
Speed
Max. dimension of cross seal
Protection
Construction materials

SLIM-280

SLIM-280-TWIN

continuous

continuous

200 pillow bags/min

400 pillow bags/min

280 mm

280 mm

IP54

IP54

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

More from our portfolio

Contacts
VELTEKO CZ s.r.o.
K Borovickam 1716
258 01 Vlasim
Czech Republic
Tel. +420 317 846 473
velteko@velteko.cz

VELTEKO POLSKA Sp. z o. o.
Ul. Sw. Michala 43
61-119 Poznań
Polska
Tel. + 48 61 650 34 07
velteko@velteko.pl

VERSATILE-360
100 different bag types with one machine

GLOBAL SALES NETWORK

200 bags/min maximum speed
5 - 45 min. changeover to different bag type
More than 16 variants of DOYPACK bags

DOSING DEVICES
REGIONS COVERED BY VELTEKO DISTRIBUTORS
Complex range of dosing devices
and weighers for a wide range of food
and non-food products

Your VELTEKO Distributor

Volumetric friction, volumetric flap
and auger filler dosers
Vibratory and belt dosing weighers

www.velteko.com
The contents of this catalog are not an offer for a contract, a promise to conclude a contract nor any legal proceedings
by VELTEKO s.r.o. regardless of its content or denominations. VELTEKO s.r.o. reserves the right to change the specifications
of machines that are illustrated and described in this catalog. Photos of machines are for informational purposes only and may
contain optional accessories. Please contact your local distributor to receive an offer that is tailored to your requirements.

